Spatial organization of physiological activity in the hippocampal region: relevance to memory formation.
Based on a review of anatomical and physiological findings, we suggest that the hippocampus may be viewed as a positive feedback device (autoassociator), which is capable of modifying the activity of the neocortical neurons. We examine the three-dimensional organization of evoked and spontaneous physiological patterns of the hippocampus and suggest rules how these patterns emerge during different behaviors from a hard-wired structural network. The high spatial coherence of theta activity is due to an external pacemaker, while the high synchrony of population bursts underlying hippocampal sharp waves is explained by the similar probability of recruitment of neurons by the burst-initiator cells along the whole extent of the hippocampus. We suggest that the burst-initiator cells are a group of CA3 neurons whose excitability is increased by a transient potentiation action of the neocortical activity during theta-concurrent exploratory behaviors. We hypothesize that sharp wave-concurrent population bursts result in a highly synchronous hippocampal output, converging preferentially on those entorhinal neurons which were instrumental in the creation of the burst-initiator neurons. The feedback action of population activity thus provides a selective mechanism for potentiation of connections between information-carrying neurons in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex. The state-dependent operations of the anatomical hardware also point to the importance and advantage of studying the physiological activity of the intact brain.